Adventures in Iceland
Bill Bell is the founder of Bell Financial
and is photography
obsessed.

“Let’s go to Iceland to see the
Northern Lights!” That’s how it
started. A few months later, my
friend Ian and I take an overnight flight on Icelandic Air and
arrive at Keflavik at 6 am local
time, tired (can anyone sleep on
an airplane?) but excited.
The travel agent assured
me that Ace Car Rental had a
counter in the terminal. They
don’t. The lady at the information desk suggests that we head
out on the shuttle to the car
rental companies that are offsite as it is “probably out there.”
‘Out there’ it’s snowing.
And windy. Real windy. And
dark. Daylight doesn’t arrive
until 9:45 am. We push our luggage through the snow, which
apparently they don’t clear, and
get in the long line for the shuttle bus. I start doubting that I
packed enough warm clothing.
The shuttle bus driver is not
helpful at all and very sharply
tells us if the rental company
isn’t listed on the wall of the
bus, she can’t help us. A couple of young girls get on behind
us and ask her about “Pro Car
Rental.” She screams the same
answer. (This bus driver will
turn out to be the only unpleasant Icelander we meet).
I find a phone number for
Ace on my iphone and dial, but

a recording tells me that it can’t
complete the call. I hope that’s
because I don’t know how to
dial a “+” sign (it puts in a zero).
We decide to get out at stop
number two of three and ask for
help. We go into the first rental
company and ask about Ace.
“Hmm. It’s probably along this
strip somewhere.” Not very

pellets hitting us in the face in
40km/hour winds, in the dark,
in a foreign country. It might
be time to start worrying, but
for some reason, we don’t. I get
back on the iphone and find a
web page for Ace Car Rental
with a phone number that I
can tap to dial. The phone
rings, and a man answers with

helpful, but at least he was nice.
The sidewalk snow is too
deep for our luggage, so we
push it out in the potential
path of cars. Luckily, there
are none. We scan down the
row of signs. No Ace. We are
standing in deep snow, with ice

“Hello.” My heart sinks a little.
I would have expected him to
answer “Ace Car Rental.”
“Hello. Is this Ace Car
Rental?” I ask in a very hopeful
tone.
“Yes,” is his response. Just
yes, followed by an expectant
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pause.
“Great!” I blurt out
somewhat relieved. “We have
a car rented today but can’t find
you. Where are you?”
“Where are you?”
That’s not the answer I was
looking for, but I look around to
find something that pinpoints
my location. “Second shuttle
stop, in front of Budget.”
“Look to your right. In the
white truck.”
Suddenly I’m in The
Matrix. Or perhaps the start
of a murder mystery involving
two missing tourists in Iceland.
Sitting in the driver’s seat of
the white truck is a man on a
phone. The number I dialed
rang a phone in a vehicle about
20 feet away.
We
walk
cautiously
towards the white truck. The
young man jumps out. “I’ve
been looking for you,” he says
cheerfully. He holds up the
usual white letter size card with
“WILLIAM BELL” in big letters
on it. He had been waiting for
us at the terminal.
We climb aboard the warm
vehicle and he drives us a few
kilometers away to another
strip mall with uncleared snow.
He takes us into an office that
has signage for at least three car
rental agencies (among them
“Pro Car Rental”), but no Ace.
He gets behind the desk and
checks us in. This might be a
one-man operation, and we
might be Ace’s only client today.
Continued on page 2
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Adventures in Iceland
He issues what is apparently a standard warning. “If the
wind blows the car door off,
it’s not covered by insurance.”
Hold onto the door when opening – got it. Then Ian asks if our
rental is four-wheel drive. It’s
not. We’ve seen the snow, so we
upgrade, tripling our cost, to a
Subaru Forester. Hopefully it
has sturdy doors.
We spend the day in Reykjavik, determined to stay awake,
stumbling around a couple of
museums, and immersing into
the unique atmosphere of the
old city. The following morning
we are up early, refreshed and
ready to hit the road. We walk
over to a little convenience store
to load up on snacks. It’s almost
8 am, and yet the city is quiet

The streets of Reykjavik,
Iceland as photographed
by Bill Bell on
his recent trip.

Jon Earle’s Sadie Stout
brewed on the day she was
born.

The amazing cake our
friend Stefanie Knights
made for Wendy’s retirement lunch.

(Continued)

and dark like it’s the middle of
the night. The clerk at the convenience store rings us up and
comments in a chit chat fashion, “Big storm coming today.
Big storm.” Ian responds with,
“We are doing the Golden Circle.” The clerk nods and smiles,
no doubt thinking “Stupid tourists.” But he says “That’s nice.”
We do nothing with this
new information. We climb
into our little Suburu and head
out of town into the dark countryside. What could go wrong?
We have a four-wheel drive car
after all!
To be continued.
Bill Bell
billbell@bellfinancial.ca

Retirement 101
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Wendy Ross
will certainly be
missed here at
Bell Financial!

came to work at Bell Financial in October 2005 on a
one-year maternity leave
contract. There were two women starting maternity leave that
Fall, and I took the job secretly
hoping that perhaps one would
not return, and I may be asked
to stay on. Both women did
return to work, but fortunately for me, I was also offered a
permanent part-time position.

Fast forward 12 ½ years and I’ll
retire from Bell Financial at the
end of April, and those “babies”
become teenagers this year.
And so begins the next
chapter…
When people ask what
I plan to do in retirement, I
answer with the usual reply,
“Oh, we’ll travel more, I’ll join
a gym, take a course, volunteer,
finish my quilt.” Truth be told,
the only thing I know for certain right now is that I won’t
be working in the “cloud” this
summer, I’ll be at the cottage

Jon Earle is a
Financial Planner
by day and a
brewmaster by
night.

obbies take time and
effort.
We actually
choose to do work for
pleasure. But this extra effort
yields a sense of satisfaction,
accomplishment, even personal growth. The work makes
us happy! Does it make sense
then that lottery winners, who
do little to earn their windfall,
don’t sustain an increase in happiness longer than a matter of
months following their big win?
Perhaps. Meanwhile, even the
simplest hobbies give rise to a
lengthy and lasting list of benefits to both the mind and body.
I’ve enjoyed many great
hobbies over the years. When I
was knee-high to a grasshopper,
it was building sprawling superstructures with my precious
Lego collection. Later, I gained
access to Dad’s workshop where
there were power tools! One
proud creation was a walnut
cabinet for our 27 inch cubeshaped TV - in 1997 this was
actually a useful piece of furniture. I’ve learned a multitude
of team sports, none of which
I’m exceptional at, yet I love
them all. I still enjoy running,
swimming,
snowboarding,

and hiking. I learned guitar
enough to help me get girls in
my 20’s, and it sort of worked.
I’ve been happily reacquainted
with Lego through Rowan and
Callum. Let me tell you, it’s no
small feat bringing to life a castle-barn-tower-dragon vision
developed by our three-man
think-tank fuelled on chocolate
milk. And we never quite agree
on when it’s to be smashed. But
I digress…
In our university years, by
some freak coincidence, Nick
and I concurrently developed
a keen taste for beer. Sadly,
we were quick to realize that
our love for this fine fermented
beverage had the potential to
interfere with expenses that are
more traditionally considered
important, such as tuition, rent,
and food. Home brewing was
our solution and unbeknownst
to me, this scheme to save a
few bucks would ultimately become my perfect hobby.
What makes it so perfect you
ask? Well, maybe this classified
ad I placed might give you an
idea... (see right)
I’m so lucky to have found
all of this and so much more in
home brewing. It’s a lot of work
and sometimes it doesn’t turn
out all that well. Luckily, Nick
and friends are always there
to help me force down a batch

HOBBY WANTED

Involves the use, and preferably ownership, of some shiny equipment with significant electrical and/or gas power. Pumps, valves, tubes, and miscellaneous stainless-steel stuff is ideal. If you can throw in cool glass and electronic laboratory
equipment/gadgets, that would be a major plus. I’d like to expand my knowledge
too. Books should include a fair number of charts and diagrams. If we could get
really sciencey together - I’m talking spreadsheets, macro’s and calcs – perfect.
But, I don’t want to be able to do a great job with science alone. There must be a
creative aspect, perhaps an artistic edge developed only through time and experience, much like a great chef cultivates their craft over decades of working with
ingredients. Nice smells, heat, and general steaminess for ambiance please. If
I can somehow enjoy a beer while performing said activity, I’m going to be pretty
excited about that. Am I asking too much? Oh, one last thing: I do like to be clean
and organized, but I also enjoy making an enormous mess, so please accommodate both - yes, like most men I know, I’m highly complex and at times difficult to
understand, or as Walt Whitman would say, ‘I am large, I contain multitudes’. If
you identify with these things, you might be my perfect hobby! We’ll spend countless hours working and dreaming together, we’ll have successes and failures,
we’ll drive each other crazy, and we’ll make each other happy. I can’t wait to hear
from you! Please call…

of sub-par beer now and then.
When it does work out, it’s unbelievably rewarding. Some favourites include a Russian Imperial Stout that aged well for
over three years, a 15%+ ABV
Barley Wine, a Milkshake IPA,
and a crowd-favourite Summer
Session Ale. The next brew has
started forming in my brain al-

Super Simple Summer Cheesecake
Disclaimer: If you’re a cheesecake purist, this “cake” is not for you. There
is no baking, and I use store bought
crusts. Martha Stewart wouldn’t approve. But if you’re looking for a cool,
refreshing and simple treat then this
is the ticket. It may be my favorite
dessert.

watching the clouds go by with
family and friends. My quilt
can wait.
And so, to my Bell
Financial “family” it’s been a
privilege to have worked with

you these past 12 ½ years. I will
truly miss you all, and I can’t
imagine a nicer place to retire
from.
Wendy Ross
WRoss@bellfinancial.ca

INGREDIENTS
• 250ml of Whipping Cream
• 1 package (226g) of cream cheese
• 2/3 of a cup of sugar
• 1 Ready-made Graham Cracker
Pie Crust

MALE, 36, SEEKING
PERFECT HOBBY

ready; let me know if you have
any ideas!
Thanks for reading. I’d love
to hear about your perfect hobby. And if you’re a fellow brewer, let’s talk.
Jon Earle
Jon.Earle@manulifesecurities.ca

Prep Time 20 min • Servings 8

1 Blend together cream

cheese (easiest from room
temperature) and sugar.

2 In a separate bowl whip

the whipping cream until
it has stiff peaks.

3 Combine cream cheese
and whipping cream.

4 Spread the combined mix-

ture into your ready-made
pie shell and refridgerate for
24hr so that the cake will set.

5 Serve, ideally with fresh

fruit and a nice cup of tea
From the kitchen of
Nick Earle

Scenes From An Animal Hospital Waiting Room

A

David Frank
specialist in Group
Benefits at Bell
Financial

French Mastiff is taking up a large section of
the waiting room floor
when we walk in. He is enormous, and normally I would
give him a wide berth, to be on
the safe side. But he seems so
sad, so helpless lying there, that
I want to scratch his head and
tell him that everything’s going
to be alright. His owner offers a
weak smile in my direction, as
if to say, “You should have seen
Brutus before he got sick; he
was majestic”.
Kitkat has been a regular
visitor at the local veterinary
emergency clinic for the past
seven months. This is no ordinary animal hospital: only
the very sick or badly hurt end
up here. Some get better and
return to their normal cat and

dog lives. Many don’t. She is a
member of a club no one wants
to join.
During each of our appointments with the veterinary
oncologist, we meet more reluctant patients, mostly dogs, who
cower behind their owners’ legs
or shiver in their laps. Kitkat
remains plastered to the rear
of her carrier, trying her best to
remain unseen, perhaps hoping that no one will realize she’s
there. But every animal’s name
is eventually called, and it’s hard
to tell whether the human or the
animal is more afraid to move.
The animal hospital is a
revolving door of hope and
despair. When a beagle with
a heavily bandaged hind leg
receives an encouraging prognosis, the entire waiting room’s
spirits lift. We congratulate
them and wish them well. We
all hope for some of the magic of the moment to rub off on
our loved ones. But, more often

than not,
the mood
is sombre
and fatalistic. Kitkat
is a patient
on palliative care; all
we can do
is help her
maintain
her feline
dignity, for
as long as possible.
At our most recent appointment, the waiting room is
unusually quiet – a blessing that
so few animals need to be there
on this day. An elderly woman
sits stiffly, never averting her
gaze from the examining rooms
down the hall. I could swear
that she isn’t blinking. After
several minutes the nurse arrives with a small dog, which
begins to squeal with delight
at the sound of the woman’s
excited voice. It’s as if this is a

reunion decades in the making.
The woman cries and whimpers, the dog howls and whimpers. It’s only when she reaches
down to pick him up that I realize that the dog is totally blind,
his eyes a cloudy grey. It is clear
that these two have loved and
endured for a very long time.
Kitkat and I watch the couple leave, still whimpering. The
nurse calls “Kitkat”, and neither
of us moves.
David Frank
dfrank@bellfinancial.ca

Great Minds, Great Thoughts
“Let’s look on the bright side: we’re having an
adventure, Fezzik, and most people live and
die without being as lucky as we are.”

“Don’t be so hard on yourself, the mom in
E.T. had an alien living in her house for days
and didn’t notice.”

William Goldman, The Princess Bride

The White Oak

“A quart of ale is a dish for a king.”
William Shakespeare

“You have brains in your head. You have
feet in your shoes. You can steer yourself any
direction you choose.”
Dr. Seuss
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